Introduction
The goal of the SHARE initiative, a partnership between the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) and the Center for Open Science (COS), is to build a "free, open, data set about research and scholarly activities across their life cycle." 2 As of June 26, 2017, 154 repositories and publishers have made metadata available to SHARE for harvesting, and the aggregated data set is available for searching. 3 Many metadata providers are institutional repositories utilizing the bepress Digital Commons platform 4 whose metadata is harvested through the OAI-PMH (Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting) protocol 5 for repository interoperability.
It is easy to register your Digital Commons repository and become discoverable in SHARE. Complete the registration form at https://share.osf.io/registration. When you are prompted for your baseURL, provide 1 your repository domain followed by do/oai, e.g., http://ir.uiowa.edu/do/oai. Digital Commons repositories are already participating to help increase the exposure of their content. As part of the 2016-17 SHARE Curation Associates program, the authors, who are managers of Digital Commons repositories, began collaborating on a gap analysis of the metadata provided by their institutions and harvested by SHARE. Our goals are threefold: to improve institutional metadata curation processes; to provide good and consistent metadata to SHARE; and to develop workflows and recommendations for other Digital Commons institutions to apply.
This document details our findings and recommendations to improve the mapping of Digital Commons metadata to SHARE. It should be emphasized: these are neither requirements of SHARE nor barriers to participation. Our purpose is to gather community feedback from other institutional repositories and to provide bepress with clear recommendations on how their OAI could be enhanced.
Background OAI-PMH Metadata in Digital Commons
Digital Commons metadata is mapped to Dublin Core elements and is exposed for harvesting through four different OAI-PMH formats:
oai_dc Default prefix. Mostly fixed mappings to select simple Dublin Core elements.
simple-dublin-core
Simple Dublin Core, flexible mappings. Alternate format: dcs.
qualified-dublin-core
Qualified Dublin Core, flexible mappings. Alternate formats: dcq, qdc.
oai_etdms

Generally used by Library and Archives Canada (LAC) and for sharing records with Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD).
Detailed information on the mapping and possible customizations is available. 6 The metadata from each of our four repositories was exposed to SHARE in the default oai_dc format. We discovered some specific problem areas related to the default format which we will discuss in detail below.
SHARE continues to improve their harvesting. This document was almost complete when SHARE posted these new recommendations: 7 6 https://www.bepress.com/reference_guide_dc/digital-commons-oai-harvesting/ 7 http://share-research.readthedocs.io/en/latest/harvesters_and_transformers.html?highlight=date#best-practices-for-oai-sources
• Every OAI source supports oai_dc, but they usually also support at least one other format that has richer, more structured data, like oai_datacite or mods.
• Choose the format that seems to have the most useful data for SHARE, especially if a transformer for that format already exists.
• Choose oai_dc only as a last resort.
SHARE Metadata
SHARE has made available their current schema 8 , data dictionary 9 , and more recently, recommendations for data providers 10 . The recommendations use DataCite 3.X as the guideline for mapping Dublin Core to SHARE. Due to the nature of the data that are collected by SHARE, the schema model is subject to change.
In June 2017 SHARE began a review of their technical architecture and API, during which time they are postposing the development of most harvesters for new metadata providers. 11
DataCite
We chose to use the DataCite Metadata Schema 4.0 12 as the most current specification. However, SHARE is currently using the 3.X guidelines. 13 In the text below, we note when features are part of the 4.0 schema.
Methods
We began by mapping Digital Commons default Dublin Core mapping for various kinds of collection structures. We then added other vocabularies to the mapping. Some fields require specific names for specific functionality and so tend to be more consistent across institutions, but for other fields bepress allows us great flexibility, even across our own repository.
We then refocused our efforts on Digital Commons to SHARE mapping. The authors looked at our own repository data and how it was mapping to Dublin Core so that we could better understand the gaps and 
Example
This is an example of how this element looks in DataCite and ideally how it might look in Digital Commons OAI. <contributors> <contributor contributorType="HostingInstitution"> <contributorName> IFM-GEOMAR Leibniz-Institute of Marine Sciences, Kiel University </contributorName> </contributor> <contributor contributorType="ProjectLeader"> <contributorName>Starr, Joan</contributorName> <nameIdentifier nameIdentifierScheme="ORCID" schemeURI="http://orcid.org/">0000-0002-7285-027X</nameIdentifier> <affiliation>California Digital Library</affiliation> </contributor> <contributor contributorType="Distributor"> <contributorName>eScholarship@UMMS</contributorName > </contributor> <contributor contributorType="Editor"> <contributorName>Federal Institute for Population Research</contributorName> <nameIdentifier schemeURI="http://isni.org/isni/" nameIdentifierScheme="ISNI">0000000094455866</nam eIdentifier> </contributor> </contributors> Coverage Element dc:coverage dcmi-terms coverage spatial temporal
Digital Commons
Digital Commons maps the place of publication of a book to coverage. When geographic coordinates have been added to an item, Digital Commons uses dc.coverage.spatial.lat and dc.coverage.spatial.long.
SHARE not in SHARE
DataCite
The date type "collected" is used for the time period covered by a data set. GeoLocation (with point, box and polygon sub-properties) is recommended. Geographic coordinates can include both a name (geoLocationPlace) and coordinates (pointLongitude and pointLatitude)
Problem(s)
This field should be used for things about a place or time period. Dublin Core scope notes for coverage state: "The spatial or temporal topic of the resource, the spatial applicability of the resource, or the jurisdiction under which the resource is relevant."
Recommendation(s)
1. Publisher field should map to dc:publisher and not to dc:coverage on book structures. 2. When a time period is relevant (as for a dataset), repository managers should request that field be mapped to dc:coverage.temporal and in DataCite to dateType="collected" 
Problem(s)
In Digital Commons, description maps to four different fields by default with no qualifier. The image jpg and peer reviewed don't map well to DataCite. They would be better with a qualifier.
Recommendation(s)
1. Continue to map abstract to dc:description.abstract 2. Separate fields should be made as needed for the following and mapped as specified:
• considering the use of additional identifier schemes in the future. <identifier identifierType="DOI"> http://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.09d0k</identifier> AlternateIdentifier (with type sub-property) is optional. <alternateIdentifiers> <alternateIdentifier alternateIdentifierType="PMID">26289232 </alternateIdentifier> </alternateIdentifiers>
Problem(s)
1. URLs of additional files in Digital Commons are not exposed through OAI. 2. DOI and other identifiers are not exposed in oai_dc. 3. PubMed ID "a special identifier," while it brings metadata in, is not retained, unless manually added to a separate field. 4. If elements of a citation are mapped, it is not clear if the content represents a volume number, issue number, etc.
Recommendation(s)
1. Dublin Core: Recommended best practice is to identify the resource by means of a string conforming to a formal identification system. 2. All item specific identifiers for the version in the repository should be mapped to dc:identifier. In qualified Dublin Core, these should be qualified to identify the specific identifier type. 3. Map PubMed ID to dc:identifier.pmid. 4. Do not map elements of bibliographic citations to dc:identifier. 
Problem(s)
The lack of a language field reduces the usefulness of repository metadata in a global setting. Its lack makes non-English content harder to locate within a predominantly English language collection. Its lack is particularly noteworthy in countries with multiple official languages. Consistently including a language will make the data far more interoperable.
Recommendation(s)
1. ISO 639-2/B uses bibliographic terminology (i.e. fre vs fra) which largely corresponds to MARC 24 so its use will allow repository metadata to mesh smoothly with traditional materials in library discovery systems. 2. Bepress should include language as a standard field. Most series will have content in one language, so a default value can be used. 
Digital Commons
Name of repository by default. This default can be replaced with a specific publisher or multiple publishers at the repository's request. Users can also create a blank text field for a value to be entered, or use the value from a particular metadata field.
SHARE publisher
DataCite
Mandatory field that is not repeatable. Defined as "The name of the entity that holds, archives, publishes prints, distributes, releases, issues, or produces the resource. This property will be used to formulate the citation, so consider the prominence of the role." 
Digital Commons
The rights field is mapped to dc:rights. If a Creative Commons license has been selected, it will map to dc: rights in oai_dc and to dc:rights.license in qdc SHARE Rights, not currently exposed "free to read type" (URI to a rights statement for the work) and "free to read date" (the date when the work becomes free to read), neither of which are currently exposed. 
Problem(s)
1. There is no way to indicate if a specific vocabulary is being used in the a keyword or subject_area field. 2. Bepress has a well developed subject list, but the terms do not have URIs so it is not built for linked data.
Recommendation(s)
1. Bepress should assign URIs to their schema so that it may be used more effectively in a linked data environment. 2. A URI for disciplines would make it possible to distinguish between "subjects" and "tags" in SHARE. Until URIs exist, we should consider mapping keywords to dc:subject.keyword. 3. Bepress should work with libraries using LCSH terms, FAST and MeSH so that these can also make use of URIs.
Example <dc:subject.keyword>link resolver</dc:subject.keyword> <dc:subject.keyword>SFX</dc:subject.keyword> <dc:subject.keyword>OpenURL</dc:subject.keyword> <dc:subject.keyword>context-sensitive linking</dc:subject.keyword> <dc:subject>Library and Information Science</dc:subject> <dc:subject>Transcription, Genetic</dc:subject> 
Title
